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EXECUTIVE SUI2IARY

The main purpose of this independent research study is to

analyze the Automated Data Processing (AtP) needs of the Army in

a mobilization scenario. This is undertaken with a view of eval-

uating the ability of Army resources to satisfy the Army's mobil-

ization requirements. Recent mobilization exercises have drawn

attention to major automation deficiencies to include : (1) the

worldwide problem of saturated Base Operating System computers;

(2) unacceptable computer system failurcs; (3) Reserve Compon-

ent and National Guard systems being incompatible with active

Army systems; and (4) inability of Army standard ADP systems to

support mobilization.

CHAPTER I: NI:TTRODUCTION

Although Army automation spans a wide spectrum, this study

focuses on the problem of Base Operating Systems (BASOPS) compu-

ters and the systems that are run on the. e computers. These are

the Army ADP resources that are of prima:-y import to Army mobili-

zation. At Army installations in the Continental United States,

HFawaii, Alaska, and Panama, a new computer system called the Ver-

tical installation Automation Baseline (IABLE) is now being

fielded to replace the old BASOPS hardware. This important re-

source is having a major impact on the AF/ posture of the Army.

The major hypothesis addressed in the study was that the VIABLE

system is large and flexible enough to f2.ly support the Army's

mobilization and wartime BASOPS requiremints.
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The VIA2L: resource is analyzed in some detail to understand

why it was needed and how it was designed, developed and is now

being fielded. Emphasis is on the system approach that was

taken by the Army to satisfy not only the need for new computers,

but also the Army's needs for training, interactivity, executive

software, documentation etc. Also discussed is the unique region-

al design of the VIABLE network.

CHAPTER III: ARMY SYSTEMS IN MOBILIZATION

The purpose of this chapter is to review which Army systems

are most important to mobilization. The Standard Army Multicom-

mand Management Systems (STAMMIS) and major command unique sys-

tems are first examined. In a mobilization scenario these are

the systems which must bear a heavy burden to sustain personnel,

logistics and financial operations in the Army. Next, the systems

of the Army Reserve and the Army National Guard are discussed.

It is observed that the Reserves and ::ational Guard Data Pro-

cessing Units have not been provided with any modern fixed sta-

tion BASOPS ADP equipment. They are scheduled to receive some

transportable ADP equipment, but for mobilization they will be

tied to active Army installations for primary support. Concern-

ing Reserve systems, they are dependent on the standard Army sys-

tems, but have a number of important special purpose unique sys-

tems that are non-standard in the Army. During recent exercises,

major ADF problems that surfaced included: (1) overloaded AP

systems; (2) overloaded communications systems; and (3) the

F~



* eserve and :ational Guard non-STAMMIS computer systems. Al-

t-ough a mature VIAELE network will address the first two prob-

lems, the Army has not been able to develop a major system that

will efficiently service theReserves, National Guard, and Ac-

tive Forces in a mobilization scenario. This deficiency has

been recognized and the solution is now being designed. Named

the Continental Army Management Information System (CAIS), this

system is a major Forces Command (FCRSCCIM* initiative to provide

automation in mobilization to the Reserve Components. CAMIS is

next discussed to include the "Demonstrat2on CA4IS"? which was

employed in the last PROUD SPIRIT/MOBEX exercise. It is observed

that until CAMIS comes on line in 1985, automation in support of

the Reserve Components will remain fragmented.

CHAPTEP TV: VIABLE IF MOBILIZATION

in this chapter, the impact of mobilization on Army ADP is

explored, with emphasis on the VIABLE resource. First, Army mo-

bilization requirements that were integrated into the VIABLE

Pequest for Proposal are reviewed. These include support of:

(1) inactive/semiactive mobilization stations with standalone

terminals; (2) increase of storage capacity of two to three times;

(3) increase in batch processing at each DPI; (4) increase in

interactive workload to 700%; (5) around-the-clock operations,

seven days a week and ; (6) a surge to support mobilization

requirements within six days. Next, th.e IABLE capability to sup-

port these mobilization requirements is Eddressed. It is deter-

mined that a very robust and flexible cai acity has been built in-



to VIA"L.' s reional design to accomodate the aforementioned

recuirements. -he *!A:L: contractor (:lectronic 7ata 2ystems

Corporation) *,ill'be able to meet the Army's requirements within

a twenty-four hour period. In addition, a complete continuity

of operations plan has been developed in the event certain por-

tions of the VIAmL7 network became degraded during mobilization.

The types of degradation in the network are discussed in some de-

tail. Of much concern is the fact that many new requirements

are now being put on the VIABLE system. Therefore, the flexi-

bility of the VIABL2 system in accomodating new requirements is

of great importance. This chapter concludes with the observation

that the VIABLE system through built-in upgrades, accelerators,

and up-ward compatible mainframes has tremendous flexibility

in being able to rapidly satisfy large, sudden increases in pro-

cessing and storage.

CHAT? V: AP? PCCUR-.T:T :: :.CBTLIZATIO,;

This chapter is intended to view Army mobilization in the

context of ways to expedite A:? procurement in such a scenario.

It is observed that the existing Defense Acquisition Regulations

(DA2) sets down highly structured procedures for procurement in

peacetime. Lacking in the DA- and associated krmy implementing

regulations are meaningful ways to expedite the procurement cycle

in mobilization. ADP procurement in industry and other non-Fed-

eral organizations are next reviewed to determine if there are

any policies in effect that could be employed to shorten acqui-

sition time. it is found that there are indeed a number of steps

__ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _



that could be taken to acquire additional ADP more rapidly in a

mobilization scenario. However, these changes are well above the

authority of the U.S. Army. In fact it will take Congress to

recognize the merits of a 1981 GAO study that recommended that

some of these changes be adopted. The General Services Adminis-

tration Multiple Award Schedule Contracts (MASC-70) do provide

one vehicle to expedite ADP procurement, but existing dollar

thresholds are such that these contracts are only useful for

adding components to existing systems or in replacing components.

Probably the best technique to ensure an expedited procurement

capability is to include special clauses in Army ADP contracts.

This was done in the VIABLE procurement with options for increased

quantities, new technology, and mobilization built into the

contract up-front.

CHAPTER VI: CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMENDATIONS

This study concludes that the Army is making outstanding

progress in resolving major problems t'.at have inhibited mobil-

ization efforts in the past. VIABLE is the most significant

initiative that has been undertaken by the Army in this regard.

It is concluded that VIABLE is both large and flexible enough

to fully support the Army's mobilization and wartime BASOPS

requirements. Taken together in a systems approach with other

important Army initiatives such as CAFCS, Army mobilization ca-

pability should be significantly enhanced by 1985.

5
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CHAPTER I

I NTC DUCTIC N

Historically, this nation has maintained a small reg-

ular force with reliance on conscripts and militia to provide

manpower in the event of war. With the advent of the 20th cen-

tury increased readiness of reserve units began to assume a

higher priority in the government. With -he Dick Act of 1903,

the government began to take a larger rcle in the outfitting

of the reserves. In World War I, twelve National Guard divi-

sions and ten Army reserve divisions wer? mobilized. It took

approximately twelve months to prepare tnese forces for combat.

In "orld War II, nineteen Army National 3uard divisions and

thirty-three U.S. Army Reserve divisions required mobilization.

Fortunately, partial mobilization occurred more than a year be-

fore commencement of hostilities. With the advent of Pearl Har-

bor these divisions were well along to being mobilized. In

1950 there were eight N"ational Guard _ i sions called up- two

deployed to Europe and two to Korea. At that time it took

fourteen months to man, equip, and trai:. these units prior to

deployment. In the Berlin crisis of 19EI, the President relied

heavily on trained reserves to support immediate foreign policy

objectives. One hundred-fifty reserve tnits were mobilized,

including two Army "ational Guard Divisiorns and an Armored

Cavalry Regizent. The main delays were due to administrative

processi- and suzly .procedures. The me reasons for delay

were also evident in te Pueblo crisis f19E . Although the

un:ts w;ere .-ell-manned, trained and equ: =ped, the assim-_ilation



to active Army systems and procedures delayed deployment. ADP

was not a major factor in any of these mobilizations. (14:5-6)

In recent years the Army strategists and planners have

placed increased reliance on the use of the Reserve Components

(?C). The genesis of this strategy was the Total Force Concept

in the early 1970's; since that time mission-ready Selected

eserve forces have been designated as key elements of the

U.S. Army. This dependence is clearly in evidence in unified

command contingency plans which require the early deployment

of some RC Army units well before some active Army units. The

?C provides more than one-third of the total Army combat power

and two-thirds of its combat support and combat support struc-

ture. Reserve units and members of the Individual Ready Reserve

and Stand-By reservists will also man the training and sustain-

ing bases when active units relinquish those tasks and deploy

to the war' theater.

Increasing attention has also been given to the Army's

ability to mobilize and deploy both active duty and RC units, as

well as individuals. Mobilization exercises in 1976, 1978,

-980, and 1982 all tested the command and control structure and

procedures in place for managing mobilization and deployment.

A major issue that has recurred in the After-Action reports

of all of these exercises is the inadequacy of automated sys-

tems to support a sizeable mobilization and deployment. The

Proud Spirit/MOBEX 80 After-Action Report stated that "Current

ADP Systems cannot support a major mobilization and deployment

....... During MCEX 80, computer system failures resulted in

7



the lack of timely and required data. The volume of informa-

tion requirements saturated the ADP systems particularly at

several mobilization stations. There was no ADP common sys-

tem supporting installations, ARMRs, CC:USAs, and Headquar-

ters FORSCCM cross-leveling activities. There was no timely

updating of MILPERCEN personnel files." The report goes on

to relate that similar automation deficiencies were revealed

during Exercise NIFTY NUGGET/MOBEX 73. 2:1-3-1-5)

Several studies have been prepared which identify auto-

mation problems that are not unique to mobilization. Spe-

cifically, current automated systems suzporting RC management

are not compatible with active Army systems and do not allow

easy access of 1C units and personnel Jnto active systems

upon mobilization. The lack of master planning for PC units

and the continued development of separate systems by the U.S.

Army Reserve (USAR) and Army National Cuard (ARNG) will in-

crease the cost and complexity of integrating active and re-

serve systems. (2:-5-6)

In this setting a serious constrairt that could have a ma-

jor impact on the Army's capability ;o mobilize is the lack of

fixed ADP resources at the Army bases in the CONUS, as well

as in Hawaii, Alaska, Panama and in :uiope. Specifically, the

Army needs to be able to run its StandE.rd Army Multicommand

M.anagement Systems and other major comrand and Installation

Systems during mobilization in order tc be able to accomplish

its mission and to continue to func:icn properly. The Stan-

dard Army Yulticcmmand :anagement 2;sttms and other ',anagement

:nformaticn 2's: ems applications software is currently run or.

8



Army installation Base Operating System hardware (BASOPS), which

is being upgraded by new Verticle Installation Automation Base-

line (VIABLE) hardware and executive software. VIABLE is the

major system which is transforming the ADP landscape of the

Army. it will clearly have a tremendous impact and is sched-

uled to be fully on-line by 1985 in the States. Planning is

currently going on to extend the VIABLE system to Europe and

to the Pacific. Given the schedule in the contract, it is un-

clear as to whether or not this new resource will be able to

handle all the Army's mobilization and wartime BASCPS require-

ments, which include additional Major Command's Management Info-

mation Systems that are not programmed for VIABLE and systems

for management and mobilization of the Reserves such as the

new Continental Army Management Information System (CA4IS).

It is universally recognized that the Army will no longer

have the luxury of many months to mobilize using the manual

systems of the past. In addressing this situation, the follow-

ing tentative hypothesis was developed for this study:

"THE VIABLE SYSTEM WILL BE LARGE AND FLEXIBLE ENOUGH TO

FULLY SUPPORT ALL OF THE ARMY'S MCBILIZATION AND WARTIME BASOPS

REQUIREMENTS."

Of primary import, this study focused on: (1) the exact

capability of VIABLE to support the Army's wartime requirements;

and (2) given an ADP shortfall (null hypothesis) during a mobil-

ization scenario, what is the best method to acquire that short-

fall. When mobilization is declared, large increases in process-

ing capability and storage requirements at many of the Army's

Q



fixed base Data Processing Installations will occur almost

instantly. Army AD? fixed resources that will be fully cap-

able of absorbing this sudden increase in mobilization work-

load must also be quickly made available or else Army mobiliza-

tion will grind to a rapid halt. A failure of Army mobiliza-

tion in a crisis is unacceptable to thi.s nation's national

security. The purpose then of this study focuses on the

capability of VIABLE to handle these large requirements.

It is important to recognize tae limits of this

study. Army automation spans a spectrum which includes Battle-

field Automated Systems (BAS), Tactical Management Information

Systems (TACMIS), World Wide Military Command and Control Sys-

tem (WWCCS), as well as the installation BASCPS fixed sys-

tems which VIABLE is replacing. It is the latter part of the

spectrum that forms the support base on which mobilization

requirements will fall. This study is targeted on this part

of the spectrum and does not attempt to address the other three

portions which are impacted less by mot iization.

10
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CHAPTER II

THEE VIABLE RESOURCE

A. BAC GROUD

The U.S. Army awarded in April 1982 a major contract to the

Electronic Data Systems Corporation (EDS) to revamp the Army's

automatic data processing fixed facilities. This initiative,

called Project VIABLE (Vertical Installation Automation Base-

line), is an Army-wide effort to modernize its current Base

Operations ADP hardware and software. Although the contract

wasonly for 316.6 million the first year, the renewable options,

phased replacements, and upgrades of facilities over the next

ten years bring the projected contract cost to well over $600

million. If VIABLE is not the biggest Automatic Data Process-

ing (ADP) procurement ever in the procurement industry, it

certainly is among the largest. More importantly, it represents

a successful initiative by the Army to adopt a total "systems

approach" to solving its growing ADP challenge. (13:20)

Currently, the Army operates many Base Operating System

(BASOPS) fixed computer facilities around the world. Until

recently the large majority of these sites were using 1960's

technology- essentially IBM 360 mainframes. ADP production

and software development was being carried on in virtually a

total batch mode using antiquated operating systems. Due to

burgeoning requirements, BASOPS sites quickly became saturated,

some as early as the week after the installation of the origi-

nal BASCPS equipment. Besides the acute saturation problem,

the old technology was causing high personnel requirements,

11W&



increasing support costs for repair parts and maintenance,

and increased software costs. As an example, International

Business Machines (IBM) ceased its executive software support

in October 1977. As a result, The U.S. Army Computer Systems

Command had to dedicate an increasingly large amount of resour-

ces to maintain its large executive software investment. The

saturation problem also had a decided readiness impact, as key

logistics, personnel and financial applications programs could

not be run at many installations. Also significant was the loss

of a mobilization surge capacity at thIe installations. In an

effort to improve matters, local solutioas began to proliferate

at the installations. This fragmented approach to solving the

problem provided some temporary relief, but was costly and re-

lied much too heavily on available talent and local command

support.

In 1977 the Army formally initiated Project VIABLE- the

Army's answer to the BASCPS problem. At that time it was de-

cided that VIABLE would be extended t. Eome 47 major Army

installations in the Continental United 3tates (CONUS), Hawaii,

Alaska, and Panama. It is at these installations that the Army

runs a variety of Standard Multicommand Management Systems

(STAWMIS)- systems such as the Standard Army Intermediate Level

Supply System (SAILS-ABX) and the StandErd Installation Divi-

sion Personnel System (SIDPERS). These in:stallations also pro-

cess a variety of Major Command ( ACCM) and local installation

unique systems. :t took a full year anc a half to develop a

master plan and to constitute a Project 2ffice. However, by

l978 tne necessary preparations and crgFrnization had been com-

pleted and VIA3LE really began to take form.

12



B. A SYSTEMS APPCACH

As previously mentioned, the Army had adopted a total sys-

tems approach to the VIABLE acquisition. The Army not only

needed modern computers for its BASCPS sites, but it also needed

training, terminal interactivity, extensive documentation,

executive software, utilities, transition of application

software etc. In short, it needed industry support in solving

all of its ADP needs. In the area of training, the Army needed

thousands of personnel trained including its ADP management,

systems programmers, applications programmers, and computer

operators. It also needed training for terminal operators,

as well as training in the new software tool known as data

b.0ase management systems. To protect its large investment in

application software, the Army required the winning vendor to

transition the current STAMMIS. This involves making those

minimal changes required to allow the application software to

run on the new VIABLE resource (hardware and executive software).

C. THE EDS CCflCEPT

EDS proposed a very innovative solution to satisfy all of

the Army's VIABLE requirements for the next decade. Their so-

lution had these important features: (a) a fully integrated

telecommunications network; (b) latest off-the-shelf technolo-

gy; and (c) hardware and software upward compatibility with

the current BASOPS. The most striking feature of this solu-

tion is the nationwide integrated network of five Regional

Data Centers (see Figure 1). DS has employed this network

* approach in its commercial operation since 1968 and it has pro-

" 13



yen to be cperationally sound for a large number of commercial

and zovernment users. In the case of !!A'LE, these EDS oper-

ated Regional Data Centers (RDC's) are fully integrated with

the Army operated Distributed Processing Centers (DPC's, for-

merly called DPI's). The RDCs'will be located around the Uni-

ted States in convenient locations- Washington D.C.; Fort

McPherson, Georgia; Fort Hood, Texas; Fort Ord, California;

and Fort Knox, Kentucky. Tied together in a "ring" network

by multiple high speed data lines, each RDC is in turn connect-

ed to two other RDCs with similar high speed lines. At the

installations, modern terminals and printers will be located

in the important functional areas eg. the Director of Indus-

trial operations (DIO) will have a number of terminals in his

area to enter logistical data entry transactions and obtain

file inquiries. These terminals will be homed through on-post

communications to a remote concentrator processor. At this

point, all terminal traffic is concentrated and sent on "o the

PDC for processing. At the installati, n, a distributed pro-

cessing system (IBM 4331) will be installed for remote job en-

try of jobs to the RDC. This IBM 4331 ..il- also be capable of

processing small jobs independent of tne _arge mainframes at

the RDCs. Army requirements dictate that roughly 75" of the

ADP traffic during the day will be derLvel from the interactive

terminals while only 25% will be batch. uring the second

eight hour shift at night, batch processi.ng will increase to

100%. Tni tal., most classified periods zrocessing will

occur during the evening shift, when m..st terminals are idle.

14



D. THP REGICNAL DATA CENTER

The Regional Data Center (RDC) is obviously the hub of

network (Figure 2). Two Amdahl 470V7 mainframes will provide

the large scale processing capability at the RDC. These

Amdahl machines are capable of processing several millions

of instructions per seconds (MIPS), which is more than ade-

quate processing power to handle the workload of ten to

twelve installations. By 1992 there will be four Amdahl 470/V7

or equivalent mainframes in the RDC. Concerning equivalent

CPU's, under a new technology clause in the contract, the

Army can opt to replace older equipment with state-of-the-art

hardware and executive software if the new equipment meets the

Army's requirements. At the Regional Data Centers are located

a variety of equipment to include disk drives, tape drives,

card readers, card punches, and printers from Storage

Technology Corporation and NCR Comten communications process-

ors. Also of major importance is the executive software lo-

cated at the RDC. The combination of the large mainframes

and full complement of executive software forms the basis of

a very powerful and flexible ADP resource at the RDC. This

resource will be controlled by a Network Control Center on

site at each RDC. A separate Army support team will be co-

located at the RDC to provide necessary operational direction

for the RDC and the network.

. T3E ARMY INSTALLATICN

At the Army installation, the Data Processing Center (DPC)
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will be equipped with a complimentary NCR Comten remote con-

centrator processor (RCP), IBM 4331 computer, and a variety

of peripheral equipment to include disk drives, tape drives,

and unit record equipment. At the user locations, Raytheon

terminals (includes printers) will be housed through cluster

controllers, modems and on-base circuits to the NCR Comten

RCP at the DPC. The IBM 4331 computer s:stem will initiate

and control the remote entry of jobs fro-, the DPC to the RDC,

while also controlling system output at *he DPC and facilita-

ting local program development and produztion requirements.

The IBM 4331 system is more powerful than an IBM 360/50 and

can also be used independently to run limited software jobs

locally. The DPC also features a complete complement of exec-

utive software, to include the current release of IBM's DOS/VSE

operating system with appropriate utilities and a COBCL pro-

cessor. Other communications is located in the NCR Comten RCP

to support the required full networking features.

F. :ZTENSION

The VIABLE network is now being installed. Actual instal-

lation began in the fall of 1982 and is scheduled to be comple-

ted within three years. The six initial sites have been in-

stalled with the first two sites being the United States Ar-

my Computer Systems Command's Headquarters Computer Complex

in Fairfax, Virginia and the command's large, logistics systems

distributed, development center at Fort lee, Virginia. Two

RDC's are required to support the first six sites. By

late calendar year 1983, three RDC's and 18 DPC's will have

been implemented and will be on the network. Each terminal



user at that time will be able to access the full capability

of the network. By the fall of 1985, all 47 installations

will have been transitioned from the old BASOPS environment

to VIARLE. The mature network will exist and form the basis

for subsequent enhancements and upgrades.
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CH-A.'_=. IiI

M ''.-LZAlCK'r SY~SI--1

A. VCHILIZATIN

Mobilization provides the transition between peace and

war. This intensive time period must be carefully planned so

as to ensure that the nation can obtain an enhanced readi-

ness state quickly and in the most efficient manner. Army

mobilization systems enhance the national capacity to wage

war, if that condition becomes necessary. As the bridge be-

tween peace and war, mobilization is the critical time when:

(1) active forces are brought up to full combat strength and

readiness; this requires additional personnel, equipment,

supplies and training; (2) the reserve units must make the

transition to an active force; they must be provided with equip-

ment, supplies, and training, and they must be billeted at

their mobilization station; (3) a draft is put into effect;

recruits must be processed, trained, and equipped; (4) Nat-

ional Guard units must be activated and will need additional

personnel, equipment, supplies, and training to achieve combat

readiness; (5) the Tndividual Ready Reserve must also be ac-

tivated, and must be equipped, billeted, supplied, trained, and

assigned to active units; (6) selected parts of private indus-

try come under Federal control; and (7) Federal control may

also be placed on such assets as land, oil reserves, and stock-

piles of certain needed commodities inside or outside of

private industry. (4:Section 2)

in speaking of the Polisn military in 1939, Liddel-Kart
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stated "their (the Polish) incapacity t3 stroie earlier

arose from their mobilization system, :.hich was inherently out

of date." (10:32) Although computers were not available to the

Poles, the failure of a large nation tc actively resist German

aggression can be ascribed in large mei sure to poor mobiliza-

tion. The lessonsof history must be well learned. The effect-

iveness of a reserve system is directl proportional to the

speed in which men, machines, and material can be mobilized

for combat. The total force policy re-ies heavily on the

Ready Reserve- Active Reserve and the '.rmy National Guard.

Automated Management Information Systerns can be the key to

that speed.

-.he raison d'etre of all Army mobilization Management

Information Systems (MIS) is to make a significant improvement

in the ability of the country to mobilize rapidly and efficient-

ly. The purpose of this chapter is to review which Army systems

are most important to mobilization.

3. ~,STAM ;.'S A1l MACO'M UNICUE 5. TE:.

It is apparent that the same syctes that sustain peacetime

operations will bear much of the brunt during a mobilization

scenario. Several of the Standard .'.rm" Multicommand Manage-

ment Systems (STA12.IS) have already been mentioned e.g. SAILS-

TA33X and SIDPERS. SAILS-ABX represents the largest applications

j software that is run on VIABLZ and :s .he backbone of the Army's

supply system. Whether ordering tank ngines or small tele-

typewriter repair parts, this systen m st be functioning prop-

erly to ensure a smoot,, and timely flo: of material. SIDERS

is another large system that is the personnel counterpart to



SAI-C-A X. The morning reports have long ago vanished and

the Army of the 1980's relies almost exclusively on its SIDPEPS

system to keep track of and relocate personnel assets around

the world. In a mobilization scenario the movement of in-

creased numbers of personnel would fall heavily on the SIDPERS

system, especially its specially designed wartime modules.

There are a number of other supply and personnel systems, but

SAILS-ABX and SIDPERS are the most important. In the finance

and engineer areas, there are other comparable STAMMIS such as

the Standard Army Financial System (STANFINS) and the Installa-

tion Facility System (IFS). In all there are some forty STAMMIS

that are run on the VIABLE system. These comprise some three

million lines of code.

Besides the STAMMIS, there are even more lines of code that

are invested in Army MACOM and installation unique applications

software. It has been recognized that the standard Army systems

are not totally responsive to all commanders throughout all

levels of the Army. Therefore, the major commands (e.g. the

Training and Doctrine Command- TPADOC) and installations have

developed unique systems that will effectively satisfy the auto-

mated requirements at the different levels of the Army structure.

Many of these systems will also be run on the new VIABLE resource,

although now some of these systems are being run on standalone

hardware. Department of the Army policy is to phase out the

standalones and many currently leased systems as the VIABLE re-

source comes fully on-line in the mid-1980's.



C. APF:Y NATIONAL GUARD AND APMY RESVE SYSTEMS

The National Guard of the several states, the District of

Columbia, and the Commonwealths of Puerto Rico and the Virgin

Islands have both a Federal and a State mission. The State

mission is to provide protection of life and property and to

preserve peace and public safety. The Federal mission is to pro-

vide combat, combat support, and other units that are ready,

trained, and equipped for mobilization. In peacetime, Nation-

al Guard units are under the Governors of the States. When

Army National Guard Units in a state are alerted for mobiliza-

tion, a State Area Command (STARC) is federalized to assist the

Continental Armies (CONUSA) in mobilizing these units. The

Office of the Chief, U.S. Army Reserve (CZAR), is an Army Staff

Agency responsible for coordinating activities pertaining to

the development and maintenance of the Army Reserves. The

peacetime USAR chain of command for CCNUS troop units is

through U.S. Army Forces Command (FKRCCCO), the Continental

Armies (CO1.SA) and through the Major Un ted States Army Re-

serve Commands (MUSARC). With mobilizat-on, the MUSARCs assist

the COITUZAs in mobilizing units under their command. (2:7)

U.S. Army Reserve and National Guard Data Processing Units

(DPUs) have not been equipped with BASCP2 ADP equipment in peace-

time. Furthermore, they have not been scheduled to receive any

of the new VIABLE resource. The concept has been to provide them

with transportable Tactical Managemen; information System (TACMIS)

equipment that can be employed in the fi.1d to run limited STAM"IS

and unique software cycles. However, th ?eserve and National
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Guard Data Processing Units are not presently equipped with any

of the modern transportable ADP equipment or adequate numbers

of trained personnel. They do have some antiquated (1950's

vintage) Burrough's and Univac 1005 Unit Record Equipment, but

this equipment is grossly inadequate to the task at hand. The

eight ARNG divisions and fifteen of the eighteen separate ARNG

brigades and three USAR brigades have UNIVAC 1005 equipment.

Only two of the five Reserve Component Data Processing Units

(DPUs) have ADPE. A program does exist to provide TACMIS equip-

ment (DAS-3Bs) to the Army Reserve and National Guard in the fall

of 1983. Currently, a production decision is being made by the

Department of the Army that will fully commit $23 million to

the buy of the DAS-3B's. Each Division will receive two DAS-3Bs-

one to run their personnel systems and the other to run logisti-

cal systems. (1)

Assuming that the Reserves and National Guard starts re-

ceiving this equipment, it should be noted that their process-

ing and storage capacity will still be limited. Although the

DAS-3R is a quantum jump in capability when compared to the

UTIVAC 1005, it is important to note that the CPU in a DAS-3B

is only a Honeywell Level 6 minicomputer. This equipment has as

its primary function the processing of wartime systems in a thea-

ter of operation. However, it is not intended to use the DAS-3's

to run the large systems that would support mobilization.

Therefore, the Guard and Reserves are tied to the active Army

for mobilization A-' support. This workload tas been included

in the VIA3LE baseline. The concept is to satellite some 14
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inactive/seniactive support mobilization stations on BASOPS

±'s e.g. Camps Edwards, Pickett, Buchanan will be served by

VIA2LE equipped installations such as Fort Devens, Lee and

McPherson. The interface will be via Harris ADPE which will ser-

vice the VIABLE DPC with off-line tapes. The Harris equipment

will be at the mobilization stations and will be homed via com-

munications links to the BASCPS DPI's. FCRSCCM is now procuring

the Harris ADPE to include the terminals (32) that will be homed

off the ADPE at each mobilization station.(3)

Current systems support is predicated on official U.S.

Army doctrine established in AR 135-300 which outlines the pro-

cedures to be taken for and during mobilization. (18) Admin-

istrative and supply procedures are responsible for a great deal

of the processing and reporting time in the 90 to 180 day prep-

aration for deployment. People must be assessed against the

active roles, provisions must be taken fcr cross-leveling of per-

sonnel resources and unit strength must le maintained. The U.S.

Army Military Personnel Center (USAMIL!B 2TN) controls these ac-

tions in concert with the Military Persornel Office located at

each mobilization installation through ti e SIDPERS STAINNIS. SID-

PERPS-RC and S EPS-V:ArTIME should consicerably enhance personnel

accession. As previously mentioned, the logistics function is

fully automated with SAILS-ABX serving aE the major sys~tem at the

installations. in the active componer.s, units obtain support

from their Direct Support or General Eupiort activity when request-

ing replenishment through the intermedia e and wholesale levels.

The retail level uses an automated syste: known as DLOGS for div-

isional units and C/GT for non-divisicnal units. SAZ!S-ABX
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interfaces with the wholesale system. In the reserve compon-

ents the logistics system is basically the same and will be

integrated into the active system in wartime. Financial man-

agement support consists of financial resources distribution

control and pay. Military pay is managed by the U.S. Army Finan-

cial and Accounting Center (USAFAC) using the Joint Uniform

Military Pay System (JUMPS). Both active and reserve compon-

ents use the compatible JUMPS system. JUMPS-PC pays USAR and

ARNG drill pay. Pay processing for annual training and active

duty for training are decentralized to active Army Installation

Finance and Accounting Cffices of the States. On mobilization

individual reservists pay accounts are automatically established

on the JUMPS Active Army Master Pay File. (14:8-10)

During recent exercises, numerous problems surfaced that re-

lated to the use of ADP in mobilization. These included:

(1) Overloaded ADP systems- NIFTY NUGGET and other recent

exercises have revealed that inadequate AD? capability exists

to support full mobilization. This is primarily due to the fact

that active installations do not have adequate ADP facilities to

support their peacetime mission and have been saturated. With

the advent of VIABLE, this situation should be completely re-

dressed by 1985. There are fourteen inactive and state operated

installations that will be fully activated upon full mobilization.

Although none of these installations have an ADP capability at

this time, FPRSCCM actions are currently underway to provide ADP

support via ADP terminals linked with AZ? facilities at the active

installations. This includes a magnetic tape interface into the



VTA2L7 system. In short, the problem of overloaded ADP systems

appears to be well in hand and should '.e resolved with the

VIABLE initiatives.

(2) Cverloaded Communications Systems- None of the four-

teen State operated and inactive mobilization stations programmed

for large scale troop stationing have Automated Digital Network

(AUTODIN) communications equipment. (1L:13) Only voice and tele-

type communications are available at tnose locations. In addi-

tion, five of the stations have no assigned communications-elec-

tronic personnel to activate existing voize and teletype commun-

ications facilities. This has a significant adverse impact on

automation support. In mobilization a dijital transmission cap-

ability is essential to pass personnel data for SIDPERS, supply

data for SAILS and pay data for JUMPS. Limited or lack of AUTO-

DIN facilities creates information bottlenecks. (14:13) The pre-

viously discussed ADP terminals with tne magnetic tape interface

into VIABLE will redress part of this prcolem.

(3) :on-standard Computer Svstems- The personnel systems

of the USA-, and ARNG are not compatible with each other nor with

the peacetime systems of the active Army. Action is being taken

to develop SIDPERS-USAR and SIDPERS-A-:!G with compatible core

data bases. SIDPERS-WARTIME will reduce the size of the data

base to minimum essential elements. Another system, the Mobil-

ization Personnel System (MOBPERS) will enhance the accession of

records and will furnish prepositioned personnel and organiza-

tional data to the mobilization staticns for Reserve Components

=ersonnel and Administration Center (n?. ) or a monthly basis.
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in a mobilization scenario much of this data may not be accur-

ate or timely; because of the personnel cross-leveling occurring

within the alert phase. (14:13-19)

Despite the effectiveness of the systems mentioned, the Ar-

my has not been able to design and develop a major system that

would be responsive and result in an efficient and rapid mobil-

ization. Nonetheless, there is some recent progress that is at-

tempting to address this problem. The new Continental Army

Management Information System (CA.iIS) is now on the drawing

board and when implemented, will have a major impact in bringing

the ?eserves and Active Duty forces together, especially in a

mobilization scenario.

D. COT!'., NTAL APMY M-ANAG:MENT I.N.FOPH.ATICN SYSTT. (CA'IS)

CAYIS is a major FORSCC-' oroject to provide automation to

the Reserve Component management structure. Today there is clear-

ly lacking an automated data system which properly supports the

specifics of current mobilization policies and procedures. Al-

though there are a number of personnel, logistics and training

systems available throughout the Army, they are excessive in num-

bers, unwieldy and generally unresponsive to managers responsible

for planning and executing the mobilization mission. A vital

automated data system is necessary to tie together all the elements

involved in Army mobilization. is designed to be the prin-

ciple automated data system that will provide support to the -e-

serve Component mobilization planning and execution.

Cn 2f C.-ctober 1979 the ":ission Element ?eeds statement (:.::S

or *.. was approved at Headcuarters, Department of the Ary



t--ie Chief, Army :eserve. This .- TS identified a variety of ma-

4or management information shortfalls to include the inability

of decision makers at every echelon to -'a-e timely decisions and

to appraise the critical requirements for reallocation and redis-

tribution of resources. Included in the ::ZS are the requirements

of -Headquarters FCPSCOM, the Continental U.S. Armies (CCTUSAS),

Army Readiness And Mobilization Pegions (AY-s), eadiness Groups.

(RCs), Major U.S. Army Reserve Commands (::SARCs), Mobilization

Stations, Army :ational Guard State Area Commands (STARCs) and

USAP Training Centers and units. The goa: was to put commanders

and staffs in the information flow and provide accurate and timely

information in useable formats to assist in peacetime management,

and to support the FCRSCOM Mobilization and Deployment Planning

System (?CP-:DEPS) in mobilization planning and execution.

7n 1982 a study contract provided the functional requirements

analysis, integrated test data from the three CONSAs, and produced

a number of conceptual solutions. Defini ion and design is pro-

jected for completion by July 1983 wuit s, 'ntem development to be

completed in June 1984. Deployment is pri jected to begin in Feb-

ruary 1985. 3ecognizing that the Army neuded to begin operating

wit CA.!.S before 1985, demonstration/val-dation CA1IS prototypes

have been developed. Using dedicated C.i.:z1s hardware (NANG), se-

lected users in the CONUSAs and MUSAPCs were provided with the

automated capability to perform certain. f'nctions in the recent

..ovember 1982 PzOtUD SPIIT/iCBEX exercise. These users were able

to enter personnel transactions and to ma e file inquiries on

.:ilitary . Occupational Secialties (C4CSK, jobs and other personnel
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irforzation in their areas of responsibility. Further use of the

117emcnstraion C.1':IS" is planned in future exercises. (8:1-2)

!ile the "Demonstration CAi.:IS" will be a major assist

in maintaining a realistic view of user- needs in -eserve Compon-

ent mobilization, management plans also call for an assessment of

Project AIA3L computers. Currently, a decision has not been

reached on whether or not to use dedicated CA14IS hardware or to

interface with the large VIABLE network• If CAIS does become

part of the VIABLE network, it will result in a major increase

in the size of the network. Department of the Army is also look-

ing at the feasibility of placing several other major systems on

VIABLE to include the Vertical Force Development-Management Infor-

mation System (VTDMIS).

In summarizing, CA:IS is sorely needed to provide the auto-

mated capability required to mobilize the entire U.S. Army. Until

this system comes on-line, automation in support of Reserve Com-

ponent mobilization will remain fragmented and less than effective.
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CHAPT'L. IV

*11ABL_- I--. ::cBILIZATIC-:

A, I>2'AC7 OF '-TYFILIZATIONT

".obilizati.on will have an immediate i--pact on ADP at Army

installations. Spcfclyohr vl e rapid and sudden in-

creases in the requirements for processin- time, main and peri-

pheral memory to accomodate larger data fIL*es and computer pro-

grams, and a need to provide for contiriui~y of operations (COOP)

for the RDC and its associated DPCs. (L:-)

3. AF'!-Y FZUU:-I!PNTS

Army mo"bilization requirements wiere a major concern of early

JAEL= polanners. In 1977 input was solicitdfrmal aorcm

m~ands on this matter. FORSCOM was an espe cially important con-

tributor. The Request for Proposal (? that was subsequently

developed frcm a rigorous analysis of these inputs included a de-

-.iled cc~rehensive list of the Army's. requirements at each

installation. A partial site profile ,f the Data ?Processing In-

stallatior. at Fort McClellan is included at Appendix 3.0

The~FPincluded the following mc--ilizatio. requirements:

(1) Support specific inactive/se.niaztive mobilization sta-

tions by means of standalone terminals (non-VIABE ADP equipment)

at selected st6ations.

(2) Support ar. increase in batch p.rocessing at each DPI.*

(3) £-utvort. an i.ncrease i.- interaczi_-ve w*orkload byv over

;~:,wihoperations from 0730 To 277' -'zs daily.
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(4) Provide around-the-clock operations, 7 days a week.

(5) Tnsure that the turnaround time for interactive and

batch processing will be the same as during peacetime.

(6) Provide increased maintenance and continuity of oper-

ations support.

(7) Provide the capability to support all mobilization re-

ouirements in six days.

The type workload to be supported during mobilization is not

new or different. Concerning the requirement for standalone

terminals at inactive/semiactive mobilization stations, the fol-

lowing VIABLE sites will be interfaced via magnetic tape to the

mobilization stations indicated:

VIAEL7 Sunoorting Site Mobilization Station

Fort Eustis Fort Storey

Fort Lee Camp Pickett
,amp Hill

Fort Ben Harrison Camp Atterbury

Fort Sill Fort Chaffee
Fort McPherson Fort Buchanan

Fort McCoy Camp Ripley

Fort Crd Fort irwin
Camp Roberts

Fort Polk Camp Shelby

Fort Sheridan Camp Grayling

Fort Stewart Camp 3landing

Fort Lewis Gowen Field
CamD Edwards

The stand-alone terminals " hande a-- ata transmission
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between the supporting mobilization stations and the supported

mobilization stations. An additional storage capacity of two

to three times will be required at all V ABL- BASOPS supporting

sites to accomodate the data bases for each mobilization sta-

tion. (20:99-101)

Each Army installation has been carpfully evaluated by the

Army and a site profile prepared which includes the increase in

workload for each installation in the event of mobilization

(see Appendix B). Cften the increases i:; workload due to mobil-

ization increase the processing capacity of an installation by

more than 100% with comparable increases in storage and other

key functions.

C. VIAELH. CA A :LIvTY TO SUPPCPT .C:IL-ZA: : .C.

=,S has designed a robust reserve ca--acity into the RDC and

DPC network so that only a few equipments will have to be added

to accomodate mobilization. EDS sizinv -sed the existing capa-

M±lities of all TC and DPC equipment to catch the DPC's mobili-

zation needs, taking into account each DC's increased batch pro-

cessing and disk space requirements and ;he need for a 100 per-

cent increase in interactive processing throughout the VIABLE

environment. The telecommunications -.et..ork was designed so that

the peak use during peacetime and mobilization accounted for just

35 percent of the design capacity.

.hen mobilization is declared, -DS lmee the Army re-

quirements within a 24 hour neriod. -! rocessing at the Re-

-ional Da-a Centers will shift immedia-e from 16 hours a day,
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; :.;s a week to 24 :our a da:-, , da:'s a 71e iteractive

nroc~ssin: :ill occur on t:ic first and second dai2.v oDeratiors

shifts and most of t:e batch nrocessing wi1 take place during

the third shift. Staffing shortages during the immediate change

to 2L hour operations will be met through overtime and extended

shifts by the existing PDC staff. The EDS operated 7DC is pre-

pared to shift immediately to a mobilization work schedule e.g.

around-the-clock operations. EDS personnel will be supplemented

by transfers of experienced personnel from other large EDS data

centers, and will work longer shifts and overtime until full RDC

staffing is achieved. Contractor maintenance personnel will be

on site or on call (2 hour notice), 7 days a week. A backup RDC

has been designated for all DPC's when an RDC is lost. In the

event of the loss of an PDC during mobilization, all DPI's con-

nected to the lost RDC will transfer operations to other RDC's

within the VIABLE network. Required critical files will be re-

produced and transfered to an off-site location so that process-

ing can continue at an alternate =DC when the primary PDC is lost.

As mentioned previously, it has been estimated that peak

peacetime or mobilization data workload will use less than the

85 percent of the available transmission capacity. Therefore,

more than a 15 percent residual capacity remains to ensure a cap-

ability for continuity of operations exigencies and increased ap-

plication workload. Lastly, the Army has specified that a full

mobilization status be achieved on the 'YA3L ADP resource within

six days of notification. Within that timeframe, the VIABLE ADF

resource must meet the Army moilization recuirements of computer
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processing power, and disk space that have been specified by site.

Tn addition, the telecommunications network must be able to ab-

sorb the increased workload. Procedures iave been established

in EDS's VIABLE Mobilization Support Plan to ensure that the

Army will be provided with the increased capability that it needs

to include extended interactive and batch processing, more disk

space, higher volumes of printed output and greater use of card

readers, card punches and tape drives.

Most important in time of mobilization will be the coopera-

tion between government and contractor personnel. It is the

government's responsibility to notify DS when mobilization is

declared. Zach installation must then communicate its process-

ing priorities and schedule changes to the 'DS contractor. Daily

work schedules must then be developed by EDS to accomodate rapid-

ly changing priorities and other changes in Army requirements.

(4:3-1-3-25) The success of ADP processing in such a mobilization

scenario will depend in large measure on :ood communications and

;:orking relations between the governme:nt -z-d 7DS.

CCI.jI'TTY CF__

A complete continuity of operations plan (CCC?) has been de-

veloped by the contractor and approved b, the VPMC. During

peacetime problems are anticipated in the system that will re-

cuire the activation of certain portions of the COOP plan. How-

ever, the stresses in the VIABLE network Nrill be much greater in

a mocilizatiorn scenario. It is importan" that the CCCF be tho-

rouzhP7 exercised during peacetime to im-rove its operation and
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to ensure that it is workable.

The COOP addresses two categories of -rocessinz loss- lim-

ited loss and facility loss. Limited loss refers to a temporary

loss of a resource that is required for successful processing e.g.

application data, hardware, executive software, or communications

loss. Each of these resources can be replaced or repaired in a

relatively short period of time and therefore, the loss should

be of limited duration and of limited scope. Facility loss refers

to the total loss of processing capability at a data processing

site, whether a DPC or RDC. In this instance, the facility (or

processing capability) must be replaced or the workload relocated

to an alternate site.

Ap:1ca;ion data loss involves data which has been lost at

the RDC's. Normally it can be restored immediately after the loss

is detected. The continuity of operations plan includes specific

directions for backing up and restoring all files. The usual pro-

cedure is periodically to back up to tape all master files, or to

remove the previous generation of a master file offsite to a safe

storage facility. if data is lost, the back-up tapes will be

used to replace the destroyed file

The loss of executive software is most easily handled by a

process similar to application data loss, that is, restoring the

system from a backup copy. The main difference is that in most

all cases, the entire computing facility is inoperable for appli-

cation processing, until the executive software is restored.

:n the case of application data loss, only those systems for which

-'e data was used would be affected.

The loss of hardware at a ?C requires that some evaluation
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e made of t'e extent of the loss and that decisions be made con-

cerning the best alternative for repair or circumvention. Re-

pairing a resource is a straightforward procedure, but if a

decision is made to circumvent the problem, there are three choi-

ces:

(1) Cable around a failing device or reconfigure the soft-

ware to eliminate it from use. This allows the system to con-

tinue operating, although possibly in a degraded mode.

(2) Route all output from the ?-C to a nearby DPC and

transport the output to its final destiration.

(3) Generate all the output at the PDC facility and trans-

port it directly to the required DPC.

The selection of the second or third alternatives would probably

be based on distance, current load at the alternate DPC, and sched-

ulinc limitations.

The loss of hardware at an RDC is less drastic because hard-

ware is configured for Backun at these locations. In general,

the loss of a specific storage device i recovered by restoring

the data from backup files to an alternate spare device. In

the -IA2L 7DC configuration, the capability exists to increase

the density of a disk unit to obtain adcitional backup storage.

The loss of communications facilities, w-hether the resource is

a modem, a leased line, or a communications controller, is over-

come *y either reconfiguring to use an alternate component, run-

ning in a degraded mode, or by using a cial-up telephone circuit.

oth the DPC's and the 3DC's have adequcte dial-up systems to

support the required communications trafic until the leased
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lines are operational. (5:25-28)

A final point on vorkload concerns the systems that .ill

be run on VIABLZ during mobilization. The VAEL network has

been sized to accomodate the complete peacetime workload, as well

as a sizeable increase due to mobilization and wartie workload

requirements. However, it should be noted that that a good

portion of the peacetime workload could be decreased to accom-

odate unexpected increases in wartime requirements. As an ex-

ample, the SIDPERS system will be replaced by a modular war-

time SIDPEPS that is more compact and requires less processing

time.

. NPACT CF:: :o..
The VIABLE system has been engineered to accomodate exist-

ing Army ADP requirements along with :rojected growth in batch

processing of 11.3,% and 18% in interactive traffic. However,

concern has been manifested over the nmnact of new, major sys-

tems such as the previously discus -ed ?cntinental Army Manage-

ment information System and other la. xe major command manage-

ment information systems.

A review of existing VIABLE ?ioj(-ct Management Cffice

(VPMC) procedures indicates that t.e IABLE resource is under

rigorous configuration control. All nroposal changes to the

system are carefully evaluated by E. C nfiguration Control

Board (CO-) after input from the cLnt-actor. Putting a large

system suc- as CA:,IS on VIABLE s-. c rtar.ly require careful



consideration and time. First, the Army Product Manager of the

new system must draft up exact specifications and gain approval

and funds from Department of the Army to proceed with placing

the system on VIABLE. Once this is accomplished EDS must evalu-

ate the impact of the new system and develop a detailed cost and

technical proposal. The VIABLE CCB will then carefully evaluate

the complete impact of placing the system on VIABLE. The complete

process is estimated to take six months or more after the Product

Manager has drafted up his complete specifications.

Expedited procedures have been developed by the VPMO to make

changes and to add smaller systems. Such procedures only require

a few days to implement changes. It is these procedures that will

most likely be used in a mobilization scenario to add critical

mini-systems required during mobilization.

A final note concerns the capability of the VIABLE system to

be expanded rapidly. By employing a regional concept, EDS has

designed a network that has tremendous flexibility in being able

to satisfy major sudden increases in processing and storage. As

previously mentioned, within six days additional processing capa-

bilities to double capacity will be brought to bear at the RDCs

by augmenting the RDCs with additional equipment. In addition,

pre-computerized capabilities will be employed such as "acceler-

ation" on the big Amdahl Central Processing Units. The accelera-

tion feature allows the processing power to be increased up to

a factor of 66% with the simple throw of a switch. Nor is VIA-

SLZ constrained in any practical fashion by technology. The ini-

tial Amdahls that will be installed in the RDCs are Amdahl 470V7Bs,

admittedly large mainframes, but on the low end of the processing
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spectrum. Upgrades are available to swap out these machines

for V7A's, V7's and later V8's effectively increasing the process-

in power through a series of planned steps from 3 MIPS (mil-

lions of instructions per second) to 6.8 xIPS. If the Army

should ever exhaust this large processin.- power, it can order up

under a new technology clause the new Amiahl 580 machines. These

mainframes have processing power in t:he 15 IP range. Another

large advantage is that these large increases in capacity are at

the RDC's where they are transparent to the users at the instal-

lations. Prior to VIABLE, the users were constantly faced with

having to swap out equipment at the installations to achieve

needed capacity. This required time-consuning procurement ac-

tion which is now unnecessary. The V7ArAZ contract has up-

grades built in to reduce significantly the problem of users

constantly running out of processing carability. Taken together-

the built-in upgrades, accelerators end upward compatible

Amdahl computers, the VIABLE network is indeed an impressive

resource.

Another important consideration thrt impacts the expansion

of the entire system is security. ErS is on contract to furnish

basic security as well as a higher type of security known as

the enhanced version. Concerning basic security, EDS has em-

ployed period processing at the RDC's dvring which time the clas-

sified batch workload from the insta71a-ions will be processed.

Since current regulations prohibit ccncv:rrent processing, this

requires careful coordination with the >DC t s to ensure that all

classified processing is being done at particular time in one
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of the Amdahl machines. The other will be free to process the

unclassified traffic from other installations. The relevant

fact is that the security level of new systems must be care-

fully considered in addition to the size of these systems. Both

the basic and enhanced security designs of ED8 can accomodate

major new secure systems.
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CHAPTER V

ADP PCCUREMENT IN MCBILIZATICN

A. GENERAL

Department of Defense Acquisition ?eElations (DAR) governs

Army procurement of all systems to includ, ADP. Army Regula-

tion (AP) number 18-1, Army Automation :a.,agement, establishes

Army policy within the constraints of the DAR for the acquisi-

tion of ADP. It is oriented toward a peacetime setting and em-

phasizes a logical procurement life cycle, set milestones and

cost savings. To implement an AR 18-1 procurement requires time,

patience and strong Department of the Army support to obtain and

retain needed funds. Time is especially required to develop an

adequate concept, design the system and ftnally to develop and

adequately test the system before deploym.mnt. In addition, the

decision making process is highly stru.ctured with much paper-

work and many briefings required as the s.'stem moves through

t.he slow bureaucratic process. Lackin- i- AR-18-- are provisions

to accelerate the process for mobiliza ic or other emergency

time periods. There are some provisions .ithin the DA? to short-

en the slow procurement cycle, but the-e are not siznifican.t

These provisions are more in the nature cf allowing exceptions

to the normal slow Formal Advertising 9rourement strategy. :x-

ceptions in the -A for mobilization d. .... t appear to exist.

Arr

-rivate corporations, state governments, and other non-Federal.
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or.ranizations have been studied to determine what policies are

used to shorten acquisition time for AD?. In a recent study it

was shown that these organizations implemented policies and

practices that result in a considerable reduction in computer

acquisition time. W1hen compared to Army acquisition times, it

is apparent that there would be distinct advantages to consider-

ing these practises in a mobilization scenario. Using these

procedures small, peripheral ADP equipment acquisitions take

about two months. Large, simple acquisitions such as central

processor upgrades take about five months. Large, complex ac-

quisitions, which include major software development take longer,

but are still shorter than the traditional Army ADP cycle. As

a result, these organizations are able to plan for and obtain

current computer technology, while being able to respond more

quickly to user demands for new or increased data processing

capabilities.

The primary factors that contributed to the shorter ac-

quisition timeframe are: (1) accelerated procurement practises

are established by a central procurement office; (2) users are

held accountable for the beneficial and cost-effective use of the

computer, and they must pay for support through a charge-back

system; (3) limited use of full competition and benchmarking

(instead of benchmarking, more reliance is placed on published

information and the experience of others); and (4) equipment

selection by a technical staff with some competition among third-

party and plug-to-plug compatible vendors if the incumbent manu-

facturer is not the preferred solution.
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The a.ove *;as extracted from a l9b1 -AC study. ;.ile the

stid- stud-. is useful to the Army, current la,.'s and re-ulations

preclude te adoption of ;he most salienlt ideas. t ",ill be up

to the Congress to recognize the merit of ;hese practises and to

amend the existing Armed Forces procurement legislation e.g. Armed

Services Procurement Act. (7:1-24)

. YLT:IL: A.'.'A73 SC.-:':ULE CO'TPACTS

The Aultiple Award Schedule Contracts (iIASC-70) are a set of

contracts on the General Services Administration (GSA) schedule

awarded each year for commonly orderid ADP items and hardware

maintenance. These non-mandatory contracts allow users to order

up ADP quickly and non-competitively within certain thresholds.

These thresholds are set to accelerate procurement of ADP cost-

ing between 350,000 and 3500,000. As such, these contracts can

be especially useful in adding components to an existing system

and in replacing components. In certain cases they would be ideal

for augmenting an existing system to meet increased mobilization

requirements. T:owever, these thresholds End constraints on maxi-

mum orders tend to make them unsatisfac ;o: , for obtaining large

amounts of A:7 quickly. As an example, trese contracts have a

maximum order limitatior of one Central ?:ocessing Unit e.g. the

maximum order that could be placed by e Fpderal Agency at any
tine for a requirement is limited to just one mainframe. in ad-

dition, constraints for orders between ,3( ,CO and 550,OOC in-

clide the securing of a Delegation of .7rot urement Authority (DPA)

f r oM A and s:ynopszi::n in the Commerce usiness Daily. oth
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are administrative requirements that probably should be ;taived

in a mobilization scenario.

D. USEFUL CLAUSES I i ADP CCNTRACTS

One of the best techniques used to insure flexibility for

future ADP acquisitions is to include several useful clauses in-

the main contract itself. The VIABLE contract is a good exam-

ple in that a number of very flexible, albeit non-standard, clau-

ses were negotiated into the final production contract. First,

an "Option for Increased Quantities" clause was included in the

contract that authorized the future increase of ADP resource sites

from 47 to 70- an additional 23 sites. The Contracting Officer

has the authority to exercise this option at any time in the per-

iod of Contract Administration. During this time period all the

Contracting Officer must do is to give the contractor notice.

The government may require delivery of these optional quantities

at any location worldwide.

Another useful clause employed in the VIABLE contract was

a mobilization clause. This clause established a series of mo-

bilization requirements and required the contractor to develop

a mobilization support plan that would specify in detail the way

in which the contractor would satisfy all mobilization require-

ments. The mobilization requirements were stated as options

to the contract and the government reserved the right to exercise

any or all of these options at any time during the ten year sys-

tems life of the VIABLE contract.

Other useful clauses include options to obtain new tech-
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nology and to extend the term of the contract. The former (Yew

Technology Clause) is considered to be an especially important

clause as it ensures that the Army will be able to keer the

VIABLE network current and equipped with state-of-the-art hard-

ware and executive software. In such a dynamic area as the large

computer industry, this clause is absolut3ly essential if the Ar-

my is to keep pace with the rapidly changing technology. Similar-

ly, the success of a future mobilization 3cenario may well depend

on how current the VIABLE system is when the President elects to

declare this enhanced state of national readiness.
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ClIAPTT:p VI

C:TUCLUSIC:1 A 7..D ;C(::":7-2ATIoqS

This study highlighted the progress made by the U.S. Army

in coming to grips with a major, complex issue- the acquisition

of adequate, responsive ADP that will support the Army in a

moCilization scenario. It is apparent that the days of mobilizing

the force with "stubby pencils and paper" are long past. Today

the Army is totally dependent on its ADP resources for mobil-

ization.

The ADP problems associated with the last several major

mobilization exercises have still not been resolved. However,

many of these problems are being addressed by major Army initia-

tives. A highly successful procurement, the VIABLE system is now

transforming the entire ADP landscape of the U.S. Army. it is

concluded that VIABLE is both large and flexible enough to fully

suport the Army's mobilization and wartime BASOPS reauirements.

Upfront planning in the .IABLE procurement adequately addressed

the Army's mobilization requirements. As a result, the VIABLE

system was designed and developed to fully satisfy these require-

ments. VIABLE is also flexible enough both technically and in

a procurement sense to satisfy major new requirements such as

V7DMIS and CA!*4IS. The VIABLE network has been designed to ac-

comodate large incremental growth in processing power, storage,

and communications capability. Clauses have been negotiated in

the contract to facilitate the acquisition of new requirements

and changing technology.
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The next most important Army i:-itiative is the new C4,,I,

system. Although the :eserve Components and Active Army -/ill

rely primarily on standard Army systerns, CA:-_S is sorely needed

to efficiently integrate the mobilization efforts of the entire

Army. By 1985, this major shortfall shculd be resolved with the

fielding of the C.AIS system.

it is concluded that the Army is vyell on the way to re-

solving the difficult, major problems that have plagued its

mobilization capability during the past several years. Minor

problems will persist, but the systematic problems that have in-

hibited mobilization efforts in the past should be overcome by

1985.

it is recommended that the Department of the Army support

changes in legislation and regulations t;hat will allow the

accelerated procurement of ADP during mobilization. It is furthe-

recommended that the Army continue to fully resource both VIABLE
and CAMi4S, as well as other systems that will substantially aug-

ment the Army's ability to mobilize. I. that regard it is important

that the Army continue to take a system= approach to the overall

problem. Procurement regulations tent tc prohibit this approach

and subsequent actions result in a fragrentation of the Army's

efforts and resources. Today there Exitts too many separate "stove-

pipe" systems that are not compatible, e.g. IGMIRS has been approved

for a separate buy and VFDMIS may go zhL same way. By utilizing

a systems approach vice acquiring a 2at, hwork quilt (which regula-

tions tend to support', the Army .i:. b nefit greatly. Tn addi-

tion, such important components such as communications will not
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be overlooked and the Army will obtain a most powerful mobil-

ization capability.

4
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MOBILIZATION STUDIES ?RCGRAM

INITIAL RESEARCH DESIGN (IRD)

1. TTLE: Acquisition of ADP within the Army during Mobilization

2. REQUESTING AGENCY: N/A

3. SCOPE
A serious constraint thajcould have a major impact on the Army's

capability to mobilize is the lack of fixed ADP resources. Spe-

cifically, the Army needs to be able to run its Standard Army

Multicommand Management Systems (STAMMIS) and other major command

and Installation Systems during mobilization in order to be able

to accomplish its mission and to continue to function properly.

The ST4MIS and other MIS applications sofTware is currently run

on Army installation Base operating System hardware (BkSOPS), which

is being upgraded by new Vertical Installasion Automation Baseline

(VIABLE) hardware and executive software. !IABLE is scheduled to be

fully on-line by 1985. Assuming that this qchedule is met, it is

unclear to all as to whether or not this nw resource will be able

to handle all the Army's wartime BASOPS reiuirements. Of primary

import, this study purports to determine: 1) the exact capability

of VIABLE to support the Army's wartime requirements; and (2) given

an ADP shortfall, what is the best method zo acquire that shortfall

during a mobilization scenario. The study vill draw on the lessons

learned from the VIABLE acquisition and or private sector procurement

techniques used to expedite the purchase Ead delivery of major

ADP systems. Emphasis will also be placed in the VIABLE experience

in Contract Administration.
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4. IMPORTANCE CF THE SUBJECT

The U.S. Arty has just committed itself to the largest computer

buy in history. VIABLE is a $600 million ADP buy of a complete

ADP system that is designed to totally revamp the Army's ADP

fixed facilities. Existing facilities use old 1960 hardware (IBM

360 mainframes) and a mix of newer IBM 4300 series equipment. ADP

production and software development is being carried out in virtually

a total batch mode using antiquated techniques. VIABLE is designed

to relieve the acute saturation problem that now exists, modernize

the physical plant, reduce maintenance and software costs, and to

assist in a mobilization scenario. It is this latter subject that

will be the focus of this paper. ADP support is now absolutely

critical to a successful, rapid mobilization by the Army. It is

recognized that the Army will no longer have the luxury of many

months to mobilize using the manual systems of the past. When mobili-

zation is declared, large increases in processing capability and

storage requirements at many of the Army's Data Processing In-

stallations will occur almost instantly. Army ADP resources that

will be fully capable of absorbing this sudden increase in mobiliza-

tion workload must also be quickly made availatle or else Army mobil-

ization will grind to a rapid halt. A failure of Army mobilization

in a crisis is unacceptable to this nation's national security.

5. MAJOR PROBLEMS

a. When fully fielded, will VIABLE be able to adequately handle

the full mobilization ADP workload of the Army?

b. Assuming some shortfalls, how will the Army acquire surge

ADP support?

c. In the interim before VIABLE is fully fielded (1982-1985),
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how will the Army satisfy its mobilization requirements?

6. KEY SUBPROBLEMS

a. Is VIABLE the only answer to the Army's ADP problem in

a mobilization scenario?

b. Is VIABLE Contract Administration adequately addressing the

problem of Army mobilization?

c. Can the VIABLE contrac.t be used to acquire additional surge

ADP support?

d. Have all mobilization requirements been provided to the

VIABLE Project Management Office?

e. How will the proposed Continental Army Management Information

System (CAMIS) impact VIABLE with regard to mobilization?

7. TENTATIVE HYPOTHESIS

The capability 6f the U.S. Army to successfully mobilize is directly

related to the level of ADP support that can be prepositioned or

quickly activated in a crisis scenario.

8. SOURCES OF INFOrmATION

a. VIABLE Project Management Office: various sources.

b. Standard VIABLE briefing.

c. Department of the Army, Deputy 3hief of Staff for Opera-

tions (DCSOPS-C4): various sources.

d. Army, FORSCOM

e. VIABLE Request for Proposal (RF?)

f. BDM Study "US Army Reserve Management Plan (USARAMP)

Study"

go Continental Army Management information Sgstem CCAMiS)

Briefing



h. Prime Contractor (Electronic Data Systems)

i. DTIC Technical Reports (various)

9. POSZIBLE ANALYTICAL APPROACHES

Analytical Survey- to be determined.

10. ORGANIZATION

The major steps of this research project include:

(1) Prepare strawman IRD

(2) Research and gathering of facts

(3) Writing of initial draft

(4) In process review

(5) Prepare final draft



PROFILE NO. A-36 DPI FT McCLELLAN, AL
SITE PROFILE

DPI CODE R109

1. SECURITY CONSIDERATIONS:

a. Sensitivity level: CS4.
b. Highest classification processed: Corfidential.
c. Clearance required for:

l1) Operations personnel: Confidential.
2) Installation personnel: Secret.
(3) Maintenance Fersonnel: Secret.

2. DATA COMMUNICATIONS: Telecommunications support includes an of.f-
line AUTMOIN I terminal as follows:

a. Terminal type: OCT 9000
b. Baud rate: 1200.
c. Media: Card and mag tape.
d. Direct- electrical interface: No.
e. Planned replacement: None.

3. PILE STORAGE MEDIA:

a. Disk Packs:
TYPE PERMANENT TEMPORARY TOTAL

2314 32 19 51

b. Magnetic tapes (total library): 5630

4. MOBILIZATION WORKLOAD INCREASE: Nln],y. k. h wd,,,,,ef is c er.+

.T, jn t'naen , hrL --"_-. t ;..-. -'_" "; ~i~i I
INCLOSURES P A G E S

NUMBER SUBJECT FROM TO

A-36.1 ADPE PROFILE ... . . . . . . . . . . A-36.1-1 A-36.1-2

A-36.2 FACILITIES PROFILE . . . . . . . . . A-36.2-1 A-36.2-2

A-36.3 CURRENT WORKLOAD . . . . . . . . . . A-36.3-1 A-36.3-2

A-36.3.1 WORKLOAD GROWTH . . . . . . . . . . A-36.3.1-1 A-36.3.1-4

A-36.3.2 NON-BASOPS WORKLOAD . . . . . . . . A-36.3.2-1 A-36.3.2-4

A-36.4 COMMUNICATIONS . . . . . . . . . . Not Used

A-36.5 STAFFING PROFILE . . . . . . . . . . A-36.5-1 A-36.5-2

A-36.6 INTERACTIVITY .... . . ... A-36.6-1 A-36.6-12

A-36-1 ATTACHNMENT I



RFP No. DAHC26-80-F:-O001 AMLNUMVRN I 0

INCL No. A-36.3.1 FT McCLELLAN, GA
WORKLOAD GROWTH

DPI CODE R109 ASSUMES VIAB.E EXTENSION IN 1983

BATCH PARTITIOR HOURS*- ON-LINE

-AETER TERMINAL
CURRENT MOBILIZArION INPUTS QUERIES UNITS

(Includes current)

79 1254 2382
80 1396 2651
81 1553 2951
82 1729 3284
83 - 1924 3655 21289 12791 167
84 2142 4068 25121 15093 171
85 2384 4528 29643 17810 177
86 2653 5040 34979 21016 183
87 2953 5609 41275 24799 190
88 3287 6243 48704 29263 198
89 3658 6949 57471 34530 208
90 4071 7734 67816 40745 220
91 4531 8608 80022 48079 234
92 " 5044 ..... 9580 94426 56734 251

* IBM 360-50 Dual 2eripheral partition hours.

MCF z 2.9.

*U.8. OvgMnm PUIWIING OrFICSt 1963 0 - 425-560 17)

i ous lanoed by A-36.3.1-2 ATTACHMENT IAmi d !e
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